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Buoy

Sphere

* Body material:
* Reflective  :
* Dimension:
* Buoy color:

Tempered sandblasted silicon glass.

Diameter 0.22 in. Height: 0.11 in.
 

Natural translucent.
.

* Optics:

* Dimensions:

* Color 

ABS.
High resistance tempered glass.

Length: 7.59  x 7,08 in. height: 2.87 in.
Yellow.

High quality monocristaline. 
Battery pack (day light charge= 5 h).

 Auto off/on system by photo-sensor.

4 ultrabrilliant leds.

Red, amber, white.    
120 degrees.

* Solar cell:
* Battery:

* Intelligent circuit:  

* Leds:
   
 *Leds color:
*Wide vision angle:

Electronics

— Designed for mark and channelize vehicle traffic with minimum 
friction against tires. 

— Great visibility during day or night cause its inner hardener glass 
body, is luminous from every observation angle.

— Indeformable buoy, very high shock resistant.
— Bump molded in ABS and tempered glass sphere.  
— Innovative avant-garde design for the best visibility.
— Made out thinking in heavy traffic elsewhere.
— Adaptative to any  plane surface and for any pavement type, 
— Easy installation with 4 nails (included).
— Also has a solar energy option making a completely different 

device,very visible, functional and elegant.
— Due to its ABS plastic material offer a best performance in terms of 

resistance and dilatation. Resist snow, rain or heavy sun with no 
decoloration (UV rays integrated protection).

— Body color is yellow, other on demand (from 200 units).
Ÿ    2 laterals protect out sphere from any direct impacts.

WHAT IS THE MULTIVISTA SPEED BUOY?

FEATURES

Lago Ayarza No. 88-A, Bodega N, Col. San Diego Ocoyoacac, Alcaldia Miguel Hidalgo, C.P. 11290
Mexico City., Phones.: (52) 55 53.99.19.08 and (52) 53.99.90.33     email: info@multisenal.com.mx

Images are merely 
illustrative models.

Leader don´t follow steps
... marks the way

Nails included



Measure

Total

Reflective:

Length: 7.59 in.

Width: 7.08 in.

Height: 2.87 in.

1 Sphere
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Nail

Buoy

Auger

Ÿ Take similar quantities of both 

components  “a” + “b”.

Ÿ Stir enough until get an 

homogeneus mix.

Ÿ Two hours aprox. for drying.

Ÿ After installation, castaway the 

leftovers of epoxic resine, is 

for one use only.

DIRECTIONS TO PREPARE 
EPOXIC RESINEŸ Prepare the surface where the buoy is gonna be installed, must 

be clean and dry. Mark the holes on floor for each buoy.
Ÿ

— On asphalt roads: Mark four augers, put the buoy in its place, just 

nailed. (Optional) Apply epoxic glue on device reverse bottom  for 

best fixation. Hammer carefully 4 nails ¼” x 3”.

— On cement roads:  Make a guide with a 3/16" drill bit for easy 

hammering insertion of 4 nails ¼” x 3”. Apply glue on device bottom 

and presson the floor. This is an optional adhesive reinforce.

installation procedure

Multivista speed buoy
Code: ERC-194

Top view 

Front view 

Measures are nominal and can vary, between +- 2%
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